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Abstract 
Many institutes are offering lectures that students may watch 
online. These lectures vary in type from true multimedia 
sophisticated documents to eLectures to videotaped regular 
lectures that may include auto generated closed caption. This 
paper studies some formats that can be easily composed by 
instructors. Whether adopting the eLectures format or videotaped 
lecture format, the paper proposes two automated mechanisms to 
create such lectures without the intervention of a camera or video 
mixer operator. The first mechanism depends on the absence of 
mouse motion events; while the second mechanism depends on 
the instructor’s facial and hand detections.  
Keywords: Multimedia, eLearning, Open Course Ware, Content 
Development, Authoring tool 

1. Introduction 

The major challenge in the implementation of eLearning is 
the content development process. From one point of view, 
it is very expensive. From another point, it is time 
consuming. One may either develop an eLearning 
platform or choose one from the market to install in the 
institute or company, but developing the content that is 
customized to specific audience is another story.  
 
Initially, groups that include developers, designers, 
material specialists, and testers get together in order to 
develop an online course. Such a team may have to hold 
extensive meetings to mainly bridge the communication 
gap among the various poles of the team. This is because 
the material specialists are usually from the academic 
sector, while the others are from the industrial sector. This, 
by itself, is considered sometimes the first road-block that 
the project manager must overcome so all can talk the 
same technical language. The team leader may take 
sometimes expensive measures to overcome this problem 
and move forward. However, replacing the material 
specialist is usually the last option to take. Once the 
problem is overcome, a complete course would then be 
split into modules. Once the development and testing 
cycles are finished and during the integration phase, they 
will be recombined back. This cycle will be repeated for 
the second course and so on. However, for a different 

course, the team may have to work with another material 
specialist, and the whole process would then be repeated 
from bridging the communication gap phase. This was 
found out to be a very expensive process in terms of 
money and in terms of time. Therefore, for these reasons, 
many institutes are ending up implementing an eLearning 
platform that is rich with features but poor in real content. 
 
The other choice for these institutes is to train their 
material specialists on using content development tools. 
Based on the chosen tools and the backing up policies 
adopted, the decision may end up to be the right one or it 
would not reach the goal desired by the institute. Many 
authoring tools are available off-shelves, such as Adobe 
Captivate [1]. To select the right tool, one should consider 
the time and efforts the material specialists would need to 
use it well. It should also consider the time the specialists 
may need to develop a complete online course. In most 
cases, the easier to learn, the faster to use the tool is, but 
the fewer features would be used. Authoring-on-the-fly 
tools, AOF, [2,3] were developed to satisfy this purpose.  
 
The third and last choice offered to these institutes is to 
videotape their regular lectures in order to produce online 
lectures using simple video format. A group of these 
online lectures will form a complete online course. Three 
different models are available for videotaping a lecture 
based on the number and type of cameras used. The 
different number and types of cameras are: more than one 
fixed-location camera with a mixing device, a single 
moving Camera, and a single fixed-location wide lens 
camera. In the first two models, a video editor/mixer 
person and a camera-man may be needed.  
 
Due to the high cost of developing sophisticated 
multimedia lectures and the speed of the eLearning 
marathon among educational institutes, many are adopting 
the AOF and videotaping approaches discussed earlier for 
online lectures development. For AOF, one of its main 
motivations when compared with videotaping regular 
lectures is to minimize the bandwidth and storage capacity 
needed. In AOF, the output frame is usually composed of 
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many window regions (similar to Figure 1). These regions 
include images and hyperlinks along with one or two 
smaller size videos. It is considered to produce a little 
more sophisticated outputs than videotaped regular 
lectures. But, with better new video compression 
techniques and faster home internet speed, storage 
capacity and bandwidth do not anymore represent a 
problem. Thus, more and more universities are adopting 
the videotaping approach.  
 

 

Figure 1 Slides and instructor view taken from [4] 

This paper studies both approaches, namely the AOF and 
videotaping by presenting the cons and pros of each. It 
then proposes an automated simple mixed approach 
between the AOF, the more sophisticated approach, and 
that of the videotaping approach, in order to benefit from 
the cons of both approaches. It also presents the results of 
a survey performed on a group of students from various 
fields regarding their perception to the kind of video they 
believe would help them stay focused during an online 
lecture. Finally, the paper concludes with the last section. 

2. Overview  

Content development is by far the most challenging task in 
eLearning. It is a time consuming and costly process. One 
may categorize the approaches used for this task based on 
how sophisticated, interactive, and whether it is a true 
multimedia or not the outcome is. A document is said to 
be a True Multimedia if it contains some kind of 
interaction that may change the presenting scenario as well 
as some animation. Thus, a traditional video cannot be 
called a true multimedia. True multimedia eLearning 
documents enjoy many advantages over other less 
sophisticated documents. Such advantages include being 
concise, attractive, and the topics covered are usually well 
presented. Besides, they can be compressed at a much 
higher ratio than regular videos due to the animations that 

they include. However, due the high cost of developing a 
true multimedia document and the very lengthy process to 
produce one online course, they have forced many to 
focus on opportunities using AOF and videotaping 
approaches.    

2.1. Videotaping 

Videotaping is the easiest way to generate content for any 
eLearning platform. Traditional videotaping is as simple 
as putting one or more cameras in a classroom to record 
the lecture. During a traditional regular lecture, the 
instructor mainly does nothing extra. The instructor may 
either ignore the presence of the camera or deal with it as a 
yet another silent student. In a classroom, the instructor 
may do one or more of the following at the same time:  

1. Reading or Explaining something written on the 
board or projected on the screen 

2. Writing on the board 
3. Speaking to students or Listening to their 

questions  
When using one camera, there are three options to use in 
order to capture all the notes written by the instructor on 
the board and keep them readable. The first option is to 
use a small board that would represent the video frame 
boundaries. The other option is to hire a camera man 
during the lecture who knows what, how, and when to 
capture the notes (samples of such an approach can be 
spotted easily by MIT Open Course Ware system. Figure 2 
shows a snapshot from a lecture conducted by Prof. Eric 
Grimsona and Prof. John Guttag from MIT-OCW).  
 

 

Figure 2: MIT Open Course Ware system 

While the last option is to use a camera with motion 
detection and ask the instructor to keep paying attention to 
it, so the instructor would stay next to the notes or area of 
the board being referred to. However, this may require the 
instructor to move back and forth often and quickly, thus, 
deviating from the main purpose of catching the notes 
clearly. 
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On the other hand, when using more than one camera, 
there are just two options. The first is to do an A/B mixing 
during the lecture, while the other option is do it after the 
lecture. In both cases, you will need some human 
intervention other than the instructor. Samples of such 
approach can be found within the NPTEL program [5]. 
The drawbacks of such an approach are two folds. Firstly, 
you need a human intervention in most of the scenarios 
discussed above. In other words, you need a camera man 
or a person to do the video mixing from the various 
cameras inputs. Secondly, the length and number of 
videotaped lectures to cover a complete course are usually 
large. This is due to the following reasons: 

1. In Videotaped lectures, some of the topics 
scheduled to be covered in a certain lecture may 
get postponed whenever an attending student asks 
the instructor to repeat a certain topic. 

2. The speed the information being delivered by the 
instructor at may vary based on the instructor’s 
sense of the way the students perceive the 
information. 

3. Unlike in eLectures, in videotaped regular 
lectures, the instructor usually takes some time to 
interact with the students as a kind of Keep-Alive 
messages, such as throwing questions and 
hearing answers. 

 
In the case when the instructor uses Softnotes (notes being 
added or written on slides through a computer) rather than 
Hardnotes (notes written on a board), AOF becomes a 
better approach to use to generate online lectures. AOU 
for instant uses mainly Elluminate Live system [6] (kind 
of online conferencing system) to deliver and record their 
online classes.  

2.2. Authoring on the Fly 

Although videotaping a traditional lecture can also be 
called AOF, but AOF usually refers to a little more 
sophisticated output which may include more than one 
region within the output video frame. The simplest output 
that can be composed from the content of the videotaping 
approach is to assign one video region to the camera 
focused on the board, and another region to the camera 
with a wide shot showing the instructor movements and 
gesturing. Furthermore, certain positions of the video are 
then bookmarked and labeled according to the topic being 
discussed. Consequently, a region that displays the list of 
the bookmarks will also be included. Examples of such 
approach are those listed in [4]. Figure 1 shows a sample 
of such a lecture taken from [4] with the slide show screen 
used rather than a board.  
 

It is worth to mention that although the output in this 
example (Figure 1) may look like a complete video played 
by RealPlayer [7], but in fact, only the video region within 
the output frame is the real video; while the other regions 
may be images, scripts, or hyperlinks integrated together 
using a scripting language, such as SMIL [8]. The main 
reason for this was to reduce the bandwidth needed. For 
that, only discrete snapshots of the softnotes or hardnotes, 
were added. However, we believe that showing discrete or 
even significant shots of the notes being written by the 
instructor rather than continuous video of the notes while 
being added gradually is harder on the students to follow.  
 
Another example of AOF is classroom 2000 [9]. Soft or 
hard notes written on the white board are being taken, 
power point slides are being copied, and both the video 
and audio from the class are being recorded. Such output 
includes three to four regions within the output video 
frame. 

3. Merged Approach  

In this paper, we will distinguish between the following 
three terms of online lectures: Videotaped lectures, AOF 
lectures, and eLectures. Videotaped lectures represent the 
output of the in-class cameras recording a complete lecture. 
AOF lectures, are the output of AOF tools when the 
lecture is delivered before some students (even if remotely, 
such as using Ellimunate Live). In many cases, it is 
basically a Videotaped lecture that is integrated with notes 
generated by some form of video processing or electronic 
boards. While eLectures are those lectures that are 
generated by AOF tools when the lecture is delivered 
outside a class room, i.e. with the absence of students. In 
the next section, more elaboration on eLectures will be 
presented. 

3.1. eLectures 

eLectures generated outside the lecture rooms are 
supposed to be more concise than videotaped lectures. 
Storage and bandwidth needed for a complete course 
using videotaped lectures are magnitude more in size than 
if saved as eLectures. At our university for instance, it is 
found that a twenty minute eLecture is worth up to five 
hours of videotaped lectures. Also, when comparing with 
AOF lecture of same duration, although the AOF lectures 
need much less storage capacity and bandwidth (as 
mentioned earlier in paragraph 2 of section 2.2), but the 
same argument about not being concise if compared to 
eLectures still holds for AOF lectures as well. 
 
For Distance Learning students, videotaped lectures or 
even AOF lectures may be more beneficent than 
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eLectures, especially if watched for the first time. For 
other students who have prior knowledge about the topic, 
or have watched the video before, it might be boring or 
time consuming to use them to review the topic or to 
search through for a particular subtopic. 
 
While the overlap between the videotaping and AOF 
approaches are high, this paper describes a model that uses 
bits and pieces from both to generate eLectures. In this 
model, the instructor speaks before a camera with the 
absence of students. He/She uses a tablet PC, or a laptop 
with a pen-like mouse, to replace the white board or the 
screen. This model is used by some institutes, such as the 
some lectures from NPTEL [5], in which the video is 
being switched manually at certain times between a close-
up view of the instructor and the laptop screen with the 
Softnotes being added.  Figure 3 shows a snapshot of an 
eLecture by Dr. Chitralekha Mahanta from IIT. At some 
other instant, you may see a close-up view of Dr. Mahanta 
in Full-screen mode. Thus, the video shows either the 
screen of her laptop or a close up view of the instructor 
speaking to the camera. 
  

 

Figure 3: Lecture by Dr. Chitralekha Mahanta from IIT 

Using this approach, we may have two different forms 
based on the location and size of the video window 
showing the instructor. The forms are as follows: 

1. A Full-screen switch between both windows: 
Close-up view of the instructor and the slide 
show screen, as in the Figure 3. 

2. A small window of the instructor continuously 
displayed at one of the corners of the screen.  

3.2. The Instructor in the Video  

The most desired components of any output of both 
approaches mentioned in the previous section are as 
follows: 

1. Clear audio (at least of the instructor) 
2. Clear and continuous view of the Notes; whether 

soft or hard. 

3. View of the instructor; either a close up or wide 
 
While the first two components are agreed upon by all as a 
must for online lectures, you may find a group of people 
who would debate the third component. They would claim 
that seeing the instructor adds no value; or more politely, 
they would claim that the value added by seeing the 
instructor does not worth the extra storage capacity and 
bandwidth that they would need. Fortunately, with the 
cheaper and faster bandwidth and larger storage capacities, 
it is becoming easier for such a group to be convinced 
otherwise. Overcoming this obstacle, the issue of a close-
up versus wide view of the instructor becomes debatable.  
 
You may find a group of students who would prefer a 
close up view of the instructor, while others would prefer 
a wide view. In [4], a survey was performed on a group of 
students to find their preference towards the existence of 
such a window. The samples of eLectures that were 
displayed to them were A, B, and C as follows: 

A. Slides and notes only 
B. Slides and notes with a small window showing a 

wide view of the instructor at one corner 
C. Slides and notes with a small window showing a 

close-up view of the instructor at one corner 
 

It was found that the students were better focused with the 
third sample where a close-up view of the instructor was 
displayed at all times at one corner of the video window, 
along with the slides and lecture notes. Figure 4 shows a 
snapshot of the third sample. 

 

Figure 4 Notes, slides and close up view taken from [4] 

Furthermore, we believe that switching the Full-screen 
mode between the screen and the instructor acts as a Keep-
Alive message with the students. Thus, it helps them stay 
more focused. For that, we have adopted the mixed format 
between Full-screen switch form and the corner form. 
However, for this eLecture model, a camera man or a 
director who would decide when to do a video switch is 
needed. To overcome this problem, we have developed an 
automated tool for the instructor to use which will 
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generate the desired eLecture without the need for another 
person. The flow chart of the switching algorithm used by 
the tool is depicted in Figure 5.  
 
As shown in the flow chart of Figure 5, once the system 
starts or upon a mouse idle time event for at least Ti (i for 
idle) seconds, the focus (or full-screen) will be granted to 
the window showing the instructor. The close-up view of 
the instructor should last for at least Tt (t for teacher) 
seconds. The focus will be granted to the slide-show 
screen whenever there is a mouse significant move, or a 
mouse button being click which indicates that a softnote is 
about to be written. The focus on the slide-show should 
last for at least Ts (s for screen) seconds, and so on. With 
this simple strategy, it is believed the students will stay 
focused and the softnotes will not be missed. Note that 
even when slide-show screen is in Full-screen mode, the 
close-up view of the instructor is placed in a small window 
on one corner of the full-screen. 
 

Switching 
Algorithm

Full-screen to 
Camera

Te > Tt

Full-screen to 
Slide-Show

Wakeup on mouse 
significant event

Te = 0

Te > Ts 
and 

Te > Ti

Launch Timer

Wakeup on Timer 
event

Yes

No

Te=0

Kill Timer

SlideShow
Full-Screen

Yes

No

Wakeup on mouse 
significant event

No

 

Figure 5 Flow chart of the mixing algorithm 

 

3.3 Auto Videotaped Lectures 

Many instructors are not used to give lectures with the 
absence of students. In fact, they prefer to produce long 
Videotaped lectures rather than composing more concise 
eLectures. Thus, after all what has been said on eLectures, 

videotaped lectures are still considered a fast way to 
produce lectures online among the vast majority of 
instructors, as there is no need for much preparation.  
However, as mentioned earlier, the camera man inside the 
classroom must know what, how, and when to focus on 
the instructor or the board. In this section, we propose a 
way to auto zoom and auto pan the camera in response to 
the instructor’s normal sign language captured by the 
camera.  
 

  
(a)                                                    (b) 

  
(c)                                                    (d) 

  
(e)                                                    (f) 

Figure 6 Writing and Explaining 

To understand the proposed algorithm, let’s first classify 
the behaviors of the instructor. The Reading, Writing and 
Speaking behaviors of the instructors mentioned in section 
2.1 are illustrated in Figure 6 a to f which shows Prof. Dan 
Gusfield from UC Davis in some Youtube videos 
produced by UC Davis [10]. Figures a to c, shows the 
instructor when Reading from the board in various 
positions including: sideways, facing audience, and facing 
the board, respectively. In both figures a and b, the 
instructor is using his hand to point at the text he is 
referring to.  
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(a)                                                    (b) 

Figure 7 Speaking 

Figures d to f, show the instructor while writing on the 
board. Finally, Figure 7a and 7.b show the instructor while 
speaking to the audience. The major signs to look for in 
these figures are as follows: 

1. An extended hand 
2. A face  
3. The absence of motion (instructor disappears 

from the frame)  
 
To detect these from the video, edge and facial detection 
algorithms are applied. For instance, for edge detection, 
there are many ways to do so. However, the most may be 
grouped into two categories: gradient and Laplacian.  
 
The gradient method detects the edges by looking for the 
maximum and minimum in the first derivative of the 
image. A pixel location is On or declared an edge location 
if the value of the gradient exceeds some threshold. Edges 
will have higher pixel intensity values than those 
surrounding it. So, once a threshold is set, you can 
compare the gradient value to the threshold value and 
detect an edge whenever the threshold is exceeded.  
 
Furthermore, when the first derivative is at a maximum, 
the second derivative is zero. As a result, another 
alternative to finding the location of an edge is to locate 
the zeros in the second derivative. This method is known 
as the Laplacian. A zero-crossing edge operator was 
originally proposed by Marr and Hildreth [11]. A method 
based on the gradient method could be found in [12] while 
another on the Laplacian method in [11]. Hand detection is 
based on both edge and motion detection. Hand is simply 
considered as the non-vertical block that is on high 
motion. Yet, an overview on existing Facial and Hand 
detection algorithms is beyond the scope of this paper.  
 
The ideal scenario to record a lecture is to use a wide 
board that may be split by vertical straight lines into 
segments of around 1.5 meters wide each, as shown in 
Figure 9. The camera is mounted on a motor and 
calibrated based on these straight lines. The maximum 
zoom is set to cover one complete segment. While the 
minimum zoom is set to cover the whole board.   

 

Figure 8 Second Mechanism Flow Chart 

The basic camera actions to consider are zooming and 
panning. To understand the signs that trigger these actions, 
consider the follow chart depicted in Figure 8. 
 

Frames that are periodically sampled from the video 
stream are processed for all three signs: Hand detection, 
Facial Detection and absence of motion. The Zoom out 
action occurs when either the instructor disappears 
(absence of motion) for duration > Nm or the face of the 
instructor shows up continuously for a duration > Nf. 
These parameters refer to the number of sampled frames. 
 
The zoom and panning actions occur when the hand sign 
appears focusing on the segment of which the hand is 
pointing at. Thus, with the existence of an extended hand, 
the facial detection becomes secondary.  

   

Figure 9 Segmenting the Wide Board by Lines 
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Figure 10 Hand Detection 

4. Analysis And Survey  

Few regular lectures were videotaped and in most 
cases the camera motor responded to the correct signs. 
Unlike the Facial and Motion detection algorithms used, 
the Hand detection was the weakest. Figure 10 shows a 
successful hand detection illustration to that of Figure 6.b. 
Cases in which the hand detection algorithm missed were 
mostly similar to that represented in Figure 6.d. 
Fortunately, the proposed mechanism does not zoom out 
or pan easily. Missing hand detection does not affect as 
much as detecting false ones; and these are rare. 
Enhancing Hands detection algorithm is left for future 
work. 
 
A different, yet more focused survey similar to that in [4] 
was performed. A group of students from different fields, 
namely Business, and IT, were chosen to select which 
among the three different models of online lectures would 
help them to:  

1. Stay more focused when watching the lecture for 
the first time 

2. Watch the lecture again for the purpose of 
reviewing the material or searching through for a 
specific subtopic.  

 
The three models presented to the students were: a 
videotaped lecture similar to that of MIT OCW, and 
second and third models are eLectures similar to that of 
Dr. Chitralekha Mahanta [5] that switches between the 
instructor view and the slide-show screen. Both the second 
and the third differ in the instructor view: the second with 
a close-up view of the instructor while the third with a 
wide view. The number of randomly selected students was 
ten from each field. Each group was given two samples for 
each model. The first was in the same domain as the 
students’, while the other sample was in a different 
domain than theirs. The duration of each lecture was about 
15 minutes long (the VideoTaped was a little longer). In 
summary, the results were biased towards eLectures with 
the close-up view of the instructor.  

5. Conclusion 

Content development process has become the most 
challenging task in implementing eLearning. The process 
outcome ranges from being very sophisticated and 
expensive, such as producing interactive multimedia 
documents where animation, quizzes, and multiple 
scenarios exist, to simple videotaped lectures. This paper 
argues that with the faster home internet speed and the 
availability of higher bandwidth and storage, videotaped 
lectures are becoming more popular. However, the 
drawbacks of these lectures were discussed in this paper. 
They included their lengths and the need for a camera man 
and/or a director to do video editing and mixing to 
produce them. In simple words, a 45 hours course will 
need about 45 hours of video. Consequently, the paper 
presented an approach similar to that being used by some 
institutes to produce eLectures that is more concise in 
length. A course with 45 contact hours may need less than 
4 hours of eLectures. Moreover, the paper proposes a 
simple way to automate the video mixing process needed 
for this approach to keep the students more focused, as 
being claimed by the results of the survey being performed 
on a group of students. The simplicity is the main feature 
of this proposal. Therefore, by adopting this approach, 
more eLectures will be available in less time at a lower 
price than what most institutes would expect.        
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